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•• 5 statisticians and 5 epidemiologists are travelling together on5 statisticians and 5 epidemiologists are travelling together on a train. They all start a train. They all start 
chatting and it transpires that all the epidemiologists have bouchatting and it transpires that all the epidemiologists have bought a ticket, but the ght a ticket, but the 
statisticians have only bought 1 between the 5 of them. statisticians have only bought 1 between the 5 of them. "Why did you do that?""Why did you do that?" asks one asks one 
of the epidemiologists. of the epidemiologists. "Surely you're going to get caught and thrown off the train?" "Surely you're going to get caught and thrown off the train?" 
"Just wait and see!","Just wait and see!", says one of the statisticians. says one of the statisticians. 

•• As the ticket inspector is approaching to check everyone's tickeAs the ticket inspector is approaching to check everyone's tickets, the statisticians all go ts, the statisticians all go 
off to the nearest toilet off to the nearest toilet -- the inspector passes the epidemiologists and inspects all theirthe inspector passes the epidemiologists and inspects all their
tickets then moves on and notices that the toilet is locked. tickets then moves on and notices that the toilet is locked. "Tickets please!","Tickets please!", shouts the shouts the 
inspector. One of the statisticians pushes their ticket under thinspector. One of the statisticians pushes their ticket under the toilet door, which the e toilet door, which the 
inspector checks and returns under the door. Once the inspector inspector checks and returns under the door. Once the inspector has gone, all the has gone, all the 
statisticians return to their seats to the awe and amazement of statisticians return to their seats to the awe and amazement of the epidemiologists. the epidemiologists. 
"That's incredibly clever!""That's incredibly clever!" says one of the epidemiologists.says one of the epidemiologists.

•• A few weeks later they all find themselves on the same train agaA few weeks later they all find themselves on the same train again. They sit together and in. They sit together and 
start chatting once more. start chatting once more. "We've done what you suggested","We've done what you suggested", says one of the says one of the 
epidemiologists. epidemiologists. "And just bought one ticket between the five of us!" "Oh really""And just bought one ticket between the five of us!" "Oh really",, says says 
one of the statisticians. one of the statisticians. "we haven't bought ANY tickets this time!""we haven't bought ANY tickets this time!" The epidemiologists The epidemiologists 
look at each other in amazement. look at each other in amazement. "OK, one ticket between you is fine but not buying any "OK, one ticket between you is fine but not buying any 
at all is ludicrous!" at all is ludicrous!" ““We have our methods!",We have our methods!", smiles one of the statisticians. smiles one of the statisticians. 

•• As the ticket inspector approaches the epidemiologists hurry offAs the ticket inspector approaches the epidemiologists hurry off to the toilet. Once to the toilet. Once 
they're inside, the statisticians follow them. they're inside, the statisticians follow them. "Tickets please!""Tickets please!" shouts one of the shouts one of the 
statisticians.statisticians.

Statisticians Statisticians vsvs EpidemiologistsEpidemiologists



Topics to be coveredTopics to be covered
•• Interim AnalysesInterim Analyses

–– Simulation Simulation –– Multiple AnalysesMultiple Analyses

–– Group Sequential TestingGroup Sequential Testing

–– Negative StoppingNegative Stopping

–– Examples**Examples**

•• Analysis of Correlative StudiesAnalysis of Correlative Studies
–– Prognostic MarkersPrognostic Markers

–– Predictive MarkersPredictive Markers

–– Statistical differentiation of the twoStatistical differentiation of the two

–– Examples**Examples**
** ** -- extra examples providedextra examples provided



Interim AnalysesInterim Analyses

•• For ethical reasons, it is often desirable to For ethical reasons, it is often desirable to 
examine the examine the efficacyefficacy results of a trial before results of a trial before 
it is completeit is complete
–– Usually this is because of a concern that one Usually this is because of a concern that one 

arm may already be demonstrably arm may already be demonstrably superiorsuperior, but , but 
sometimes the issue is the sometimes the issue is the futilityfutility of of 
demonstrating a differencedemonstrating a difference

–– Can we:Can we:
•• Reduce the number of patients randomized?Reduce the number of patients randomized?

•• Reduce the risk of adverse events to patients?Reduce the risk of adverse events to patients?

•• Offer patients the superior therapy?Offer patients the superior therapy?



Interim AnalysesInterim Analyses

•• One, two or even more interim analyses One, two or even more interim analyses 
may be considered depending on the may be considered depending on the 
sample size, duration and outcome of the sample size, duration and outcome of the 
trial.trial.

•• However, repeated testing results in However, repeated testing results in 
accumulatingaccumulating type I errortype I error…… the chance the chance 
you will conclude there is a benefit when you will conclude there is a benefit when 
in reality there is not = in reality there is not = ““false benefitfalse benefit””
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Experimental ErrorsExperimental Errors

No Effect

Reject null hypothesis
when it is false

‘Accept’ null hypothesis
when it is true

Type II * 

(β) error
‘Accept’ null hypothesis

when it is false
“sponsors risk”

Type I 

(α, p) error
Reject null hypothesis

when it is true
“consumers/regulatory risk”

* Power = 1-type II error = Probability of correctly rejecting H0 (probability of 
rejecting the null hypothesis given that the alternate hypothesis is true)



•• Roll a dice. 1 in 6 chance of a six = 17%Roll a dice. 1 in 6 chance of a six = 17%

•• Roll it 3 times and what is the chance that you will get Roll it 3 times and what is the chance that you will get 
at least oneat least one six?six?
–– 1&1&1, 1&1&2, 1&1&3, 1&1&1, 1&1&2, 1&1&3, …… 6&6&66&6&6

= 1 = 1 –– (the chance of NOT getting a six on any of the three roll) (the chance of NOT getting a six on any of the three roll) 

= 1 = 1 –– [ (5/6) * (5/6) * (5/6) ][ (5/6) * (5/6) * (5/6) ]

= 1 = 1 –– (5/6)(5/6)33 = 42%= 42%

•• Roll it 10 times and what is the chance that you will get Roll it 10 times and what is the chance that you will get 
at least one six?at least one six?
–– = 1 = 1 –– (5/6)(5/6)1010 = 84%= 84%

The Problem of Multiple TestingThe Problem of Multiple Testing



Anyone who cannot cope with 
mathematics is not fully human. At best 
he is a tolerable subhuman, who has 
learned to wear shoes, bathe, and not 
make messes in the house. 

Robert Heinlein



•• Conduct a trial where the reality is Conduct a trial where the reality is no differenceno difference
between the arms and where you accept a prebetween the arms and where you accept a pre--specified specified 
5% chance of an erroneous result (declaring there to be 5% chance of an erroneous result (declaring there to be 
a difference when the reality is there is not one).a difference when the reality is there is not one).

•• Conduct the trial 2 times and what is the chance that Conduct the trial 2 times and what is the chance that 
you will conclude there is a difference you will conclude there is a difference at least onceat least once??
= 1 = 1 –– (chance of NOT concluding there is a difference)(chance of NOT concluding there is a difference)22

= 1 = 1 –– (1(1--5%)5%)22 = 1 = 1 –– (95%)(95%)22 = 9.8%= 9.8%

•• Conduct the trial 8 times and what is the chance that Conduct the trial 8 times and what is the chance that 
you will conclude there is a difference you will conclude there is a difference at least onceat least once??
= 1 = 1 –– (1(1--5%)5%)88 = 1 = 1 –– (95%)(95%)88 = 34%= 34%

•• Inflation of the Inflation of the ExperimentwiseExperimentwise Error Rate (False Error Rate (False 
Discovery Rate)Discovery Rate)

The Problem of Multiple AnalysesThe Problem of Multiple Analyses



The Problem of Multiple The Problem of Multiple 
Analyses Analyses -- SimulationSimulation

•• 33--year accrual period, and a final analysis one year accrual period, and a final analysis one 
year lateryear later

•• 60 patients on each arm60 patients on each arm

•• Lifetimes follow same distribution (exponential Lifetimes follow same distribution (exponential 
distribution with a median survival of 1 year)distribution with a median survival of 1 year)

•• In reality, no difference in survival between In reality, no difference in survival between 
the two groupsthe two groups

•• This simulation is repeated 100 timesThis simulation is repeated 100 times



The Problem of Multiple The Problem of Multiple 
Analyses Analyses -- SimulationSimulation

•• 5 situations considered5 situations considered

1 1 logranklogrank test test –– at conclusion (4 years)at conclusion (4 years)

2 2 logranklogrank tests tests –– every 2 yearsevery 2 years

4 4 logranklogrank tests tests –– every yearevery year

8 8 logranklogrank tests tests –– every 6 monthsevery 6 months

16 16 logranklogrank tests tests –– every 3 monthsevery 3 months



The Problem of Multiple The Problem of Multiple 
Analyses Analyses -- SimulationSimulation

•• LogrankLogrank p value was <0.05 at:p value was <0.05 at:

the final test (4 years) in the final test (4 years) in 5 of 1005 of 100

either the 2 or 4 year test in either the 2 or 4 year test in 10 of 10010 of 100****

at least 1 of the 4 yearly tests in at least 1 of the 4 yearly tests in 17 of 10017 of 100

at least 1 of 8 semiannual tests in at least 1 of 8 semiannual tests in 21 of 10021 of 100

at least 1 of 16 3at least 1 of 16 3--month tests in month tests in 26 of 10026 of 100



The Problem of Multiple The Problem of Multiple 
Analyses Analyses -- SimulationSimulation

•• Risk of analyzing the data at a Risk of analyzing the data at a ““random highrandom high””
•• ** 2 & 4 year p** 2 & 4 year p--values for the 10 values for the 10 ‘‘single interimsingle interim--analysisanalysis’’

studies with a p<0.05:studies with a p<0.05:

0.16970.16970.01100.01100.01470.01470.07340.0734
0.21180.21180.00860.00860.03100.03100.37040.3704
0.13180.13180.01650.01650.02270.02270.71040.7104
0.52530.52530.02050.02050.02740.02740.44170.4417
0.82550.82550.02200.02200.03490.03490.11940.1194
4 years4 years2 years2 years4 years4 years2 years2 years

p values atp values atp values atp values at
At the 2 year analysisAt the 2 year analysisAt the 4 year analysisAt the 4 year analysis



Interim AnalysesInterim Analyses

•• This is not just a theoretical problemThis is not just a theoretical problem
–– Examination of practices of trials groups Examination of practices of trials groups 

indicates many studies were stopped indicates many studies were stopped ““too too 
soonsoon”” when interim analyses were repeatedly when interim analyses were repeatedly 
conducted and reportedconducted and reported

–– MontoriMontori et al.et al. conducted a systematic reviewconducted a systematic review
•• 143 143 RCTsRCTs stopped early for experimental benefitstopped early for experimental benefit

•• 92 published in 5 high92 published in 5 high--impact journalsimpact journals

•• From 0.5% of all From 0.5% of all RCTsRCTs published in 1990published in 1990--1994 1994 
to 1.2% in 2000to 1.2% in 2000--2004 (p<0.001 for trend)2004 (p<0.001 for trend)



Interim AnalysesInterim Analyses

•• ““This survey assessed the level of attention to the This survey assessed the level of attention to the 
problem of multiple comparisons in the analyses of problem of multiple comparisons in the analyses of 
contemporary randomized clinical trials. contemporary randomized clinical trials. 

•• Of the 67 trials surveyed, 66 (99 percent) Of the 67 trials surveyed, 66 (99 percent) 
performed multiple comparisons with a mean of performed multiple comparisons with a mean of 
30 therapeutic comparisons per trial.30 therapeutic comparisons per trial.

•• When criteria for statistical impairment were When criteria for statistical impairment were 
applied, 50 trials (75 percent) had the statistical applied, 50 trials (75 percent) had the statistical 
significance of at least one comparison impaired significance of at least one comparison impaired 
by the problem of multiple comparisons, and 15 by the problem of multiple comparisons, and 15 
(22 percent) had the statistical significance of all (22 percent) had the statistical significance of all 
comparisons impaired by the problem of multiple comparisons impaired by the problem of multiple 
comparisons.comparisons.””

Smith et al. (1987) Impact of multiple comparisons in Smith et al. (1987) Impact of multiple comparisons in 
randomized clinical trials. randomized clinical trials. The American Journal of The American Journal of 
Medicine Medicine 83; 3: 54583; 3: 545--550550



CALGB 9633 CALGB 9633 
Adjuvant Chemotherapy in Stage IB NSCLCAdjuvant Chemotherapy in Stage IB NSCLC
•• ASCO 2004ASCO 2004

–– Median followMedian follow--up = 34 monthsup = 34 months…… final analysis planned at 150 deathsfinal analysis planned at 150 deaths

–– 36 deaths (/173) in chemo arm 36 deaths (/173) in chemo arm vsvs 52 (/171) in obs. arm (88 deaths)52 (/171) in obs. arm (88 deaths)

–– Overall Survival HR=0.62; 95% CI: 0.41Overall Survival HR=0.62; 95% CI: 0.41--0.95, 0.95, p=0.028p=0.028

–– (Slow accruing) study closed early by DSMB as p value for OS les(Slow accruing) study closed early by DSMB as p value for OS less s 
than a than a prespecifiedprespecified stopping boundarystopping boundary

•• ASCO 2006ASCO 2006
–– Median followMedian follow--up = 52 months, 131 deaths had occurredup = 52 months, 131 deaths had occurred

–– Overall Survival HR = 0.80; 90% CI = 0.60Overall Survival HR = 0.80; 90% CI = 0.60--1.07, 1.07, p=0.10p=0.10

–– ““FinalFinal”” analysis still to be conducted at 150 deathsanalysis still to be conducted at 150 deaths

–– Conclusion? = Now underpowered for small differences Conclusion? = Now underpowered for small differences 



Current PracticeCurrent Practice

•• Group Sequential Designs by far the most Group Sequential Designs by far the most 
prevalent approachprevalent approach
–– Data are analyzed in groups when a preData are analyzed in groups when a pre--

specified amount of information (e.g., 25%, specified amount of information (e.g., 25%, 
33%, 50% of the events) is available33%, 50% of the events) is available

–– The critical value of the tests (or the The critical value of the tests (or the 
significance level) at each interim analysis is significance level) at each interim analysis is 
adjusted for multiple comparisonsadjusted for multiple comparisons so the so the 
overall type I error is less than the nominal overall type I error is less than the nominal 
levellevel



Group Sequential TestsGroup Sequential Tests

•• PocockPocock (1977)(1977)
–– divides equally the overall significance levelsdivides equally the overall significance levels

•• PetoPeto (1976)(1976)
–– interim analyses with .001 nominal level so that the interim analyses with .001 nominal level so that the 

final analysis is closed to .05final analysis is closed to .05

•• OO’’Brien (1979)Brien (1979)
–– started with stringent nominal levels and gradually started with stringent nominal levels and gradually 

increased to a level close to .05increased to a level close to .05

•• Fleming (1984)Fleming (1984)
–– with less extreme early nominal levelwith less extreme early nominal level



Nominal Significance Levels for 2Nominal Significance Levels for 2--sided 5sided 5--stage stage 
Group Sequential Trials Maintaining Overall Group Sequential Trials Maintaining Overall 

Significance Level of 0.05Significance Level of 0.05

0.04020.04020.0410.0410.0490.0490.0160.016

0.00890.00890.0230.0230.0010.0010.0160.016

0.00730.00730.0080.0080.0010.0010.0160.016

0.00610.00610.00130.00130.0010.0010.0160.016

0.00510.00510.000010.000010.0010.0010.0160.016

Fleming Fleming et et 
al.al.

OO’’Brien and Brien and 
FlemingFleming

PetoPeto et al.et al.

HaybittleHaybittle

PocockPocock



Stopping BoundariesStopping Boundaries

Pocock
Stopping Boundaries

O'Brien and Fleming 
Stopping Boundaries



LanLan & & DeMetsDeMets (1983)(1983)

•• When the number of interim analyses is not When the number of interim analyses is not 
fixed and the time of analysis is not prefixed and the time of analysis is not pre--
specifiedspecified

•• LanLan & & DemetsDemets proposed a stopping proposed a stopping 
boundary which is a function of past and boundary which is a function of past and 
current but not future decisioncurrent but not future decision--timestimes

•• Define alphaDefine alpha--spending functionspending function
–– governs the rate at which the overall governs the rate at which the overall αα is to be is to be 

spentspent



Stopping Boundaries α -- Spending FunctionSpending Function

# events = 160; 46% of target of 350 events



Stopping when the experimental arm Stopping when the experimental arm 
does not appear to help (futility)does not appear to help (futility)

•• Assume that PAssume that PAA and Pand PBB are response rates respectively for are response rates respectively for 
control and experimental armcontrol and experimental arm

–– Perform an analysis when we have about Perform an analysis when we have about half the sample half the sample 
sizesize

–– stop if observed response rate for the study treatment is stop if observed response rate for the study treatment is 
lower than that of the controllower than that of the control

•• This leads to reduction of expected sample size if the test This leads to reduction of expected sample size if the test 
treatment is ineffectivetreatment is ineffective

•• For time to an event outcome, perform the analysis when For time to an event outcome, perform the analysis when 
half of required number of eventshalf of required number of events are observed and stop if are observed and stop if 
observed hazard ratio (B to A) equals or exceeds 1.observed hazard ratio (B to A) equals or exceeds 1.

•• This may or may not lead to a reduction of sample sizeThis may or may not lead to a reduction of sample size



Example of Interim Analysis Example of Interim Analysis 
Plan in the protocolPlan in the protocol

“We are planning two interim analyses to allow early termination of the 
study if the results are extreme. After observing one third and two thirds 
of the expected recurrences from the disease-free survival analysis, i.e., 
174 and 348 recurrences respectively, we will perform a log-rank test
on the primary endpoint using the O’Brien-Fleming type boundaries as 
proposed by Lan and Demets. We expect to have 174 recurrences 
approximately half a year after the end of accrual and 348 recurrences 
approximately 2.2 years after the end of accrual. 
The results of the interim analyses will be presented to the monitoring 
committee. Early termination will be considered when a significance 
level of the first and second interim analyses are less than 0.0004 and 
0.0129 respectively. The nominal significance value for the final 
analysis is 0.0457. This group sequential procedure is based on the 
type I error spending function as proposed by Lan and Demets such 
that the overall significance level will be maintained at 5%.”



Data & Safety Monitoring Data & Safety Monitoring 
CommitteeCommittee

•• Membership composed of Membership composed of physicians, physicians, 
statisticians, other scientists, lay statisticians, other scientists, lay 
representativesrepresentatives

•• Responsibilities include reResponsibilities include review of interim view of interim 
analyses of outcome data and cumulative analyses of outcome data and cumulative 
toxicity data summaries, trial performance toxicity data summaries, trial performance 
information such as accrual information, information such as accrual information, 
reports of related studies both internal and reports of related studies both internal and 
external to the groupexternal to the group and and major major 
modifications proposed to the study.modifications proposed to the study.



Statistical thinking will one day be as 
necessary a qualification for efficient 
citizenship as the ability to read and write.

H.G. Wells



Cancer Treatment and BiomarkersCancer Treatment and Biomarkers

•• Many drugs are found to improve disease Many drugs are found to improve disease 
free or overall survival for patients with free or overall survival for patients with 
various types of cancervarious types of cancer

•• However, no regimen is found universally However, no regimen is found universally 
effective for all patientseffective for all patients

•• The selection of a particular treatment The selection of a particular treatment 
which is best for a given patient is which is best for a given patient is 
challenging and currently more of an art challenging and currently more of an art 
than a sciencethan a science

•• There is a need to find good biomarkers There is a need to find good biomarkers 
which would be used to which would be used to ““personalizepersonalize””
treatment for cancer patients treatment for cancer patients 



Cancer Treatment and BiomarkersCancer Treatment and Biomarkers

•• Many drugs are found to improve disease Many drugs are found to improve disease 
free or overall survival for patients with free or overall survival for patients with 
various types of cancervarious types of cancer

•• However, no regimen is found universally However, no regimen is found universally 
effective for all patientseffective for all patients

•• The selection of a particular treatment The selection of a particular treatment 
which is best for a given patient is which is best for a given patient is 
challenging and currently more of an art challenging and currently more of an art 
than a sciencethan a science

•• There is a need to find good biomarkers There is a need to find good biomarkers 
which would be used to which would be used to ““personalizepersonalize””
treatment for cancer patients treatment for cancer patients 



Types of Tumor BiomarkersTypes of Tumor Biomarkers

•• Prognostic markersPrognostic markers

•• Predictive markersPredictive markers



Prognostic markersPrognostic markers

•• The biomarker is called prognostic if it The biomarker is called prognostic if it 
provides information concerning the provides information concerning the 
anticipated natural history of the disease anticipated natural history of the disease 
process in a given individualprocess in a given individual

•• ……but where the outcome is independent but where the outcome is independent 
from therapyfrom therapy

•• Answers the question Answers the question ““When?When?””

•• Example: Prostate specific antigen (PSA) in Example: Prostate specific antigen (PSA) in 
prostate cancer which is used to classify prostate cancer which is used to classify 
the risk of the patients the risk of the patients 



Predictive biomarkersPredictive biomarkers

•• A predictive marker is a marker that allows A predictive marker is a marker that allows 
the prospective identification of individuals the prospective identification of individuals 
who will or will not benefit from the use of who will or will not benefit from the use of 
a particular therapya particular therapy

•• Predicts the outcome of a specific therapyPredicts the outcome of a specific therapy

•• Answers question Answers question ““With what?With what?”” or or ““How How 
much?much?””

•• Example: Estrogen receptor in breast Example: Estrogen receptor in breast 
cancer which is used to select hormonal cancer which is used to select hormonal 
treatments for the breast cancertreatments for the breast cancer



PrognosticPrognostic

PredictivePredictive

•• DifferentialDifferential EfficacyEfficacy

•• Parallel Parallel versusversus nonnon--
parallel linesparallel lines

•• In statistical terms this is In statistical terms this is 
termed termed interactioninteraction and and 
can be specifically tested can be specifically tested 
for, i.e. a pfor, i.e. a p--value for value for 
interaction can be interaction can be 
generated.generated.

•• Assuming there is Assuming there is 
sufficient power, this can sufficient power, this can 
be used to assess the be used to assess the 
null hypothesis that there null hypothesis that there 
is no differential efficacy is no differential efficacy 
between the therapies between the therapies 
(no interaction) or that (no interaction) or that 
the marker is not the marker is not 
predictive of efficacypredictive of efficacy



Example: KExample: K--rasras as a Biomarker as a Biomarker 
in Colorectal Cancerin Colorectal Cancer



A trial of the

National Cancer Institute of Canada Clinical Trials Group 
(NCIC CTG)

and the

Australasian Gastro-Intestinal Trials Group
(AGITG)

A Randomized Phase III Trial of Cetuximab + Best 
Supportive Care (BSC) versus BSC Alone in Patients 

with Pre-treated Metastatic EGFR-Positive Colorectal 
Cancer (NCIC CTG CO.17)

The Influence of The Influence of KK--rasras Exon 2 Mutations on Exon 2 Mutations on 
Outcomes Outcomes 

InIn



Cetuximab: 
Multiple Mechanisms of Action

•• IgG1 monoclonal antibodyIgG1 monoclonal antibody

•• Binds to EGFR and Binds to EGFR and 
competitively  inhibits competitively  inhibits 
ligand binding (e.g. EGF)ligand binding (e.g. EGF)

•• Blocks receptor Blocks receptor 
dimerizationdimerization, tyrosine , tyrosine 
kinase phosphorylation, kinase phosphorylation, 
and signal transductionand signal transduction

•• IgG1IgG1--induced Antibodyinduced Antibody--
Dependent Cell Dependent Cell 
CytotoxicityCytotoxicity (ADCC)(ADCC)

HarariHarari P. P. ClinClin Cancer ResCancer Res. 2004;10:428.. 2004;10:428.

Cetuximab
EGFR

IgG1 MAb ADCC



Cetuximab: Phase II Clinical Data

1.4 mo1.4 mo8.8%8.8%5757CetuximabCetuximabSaltzSaltz L.L.
J J ClinClin OncolOncol 2004      (IMC 2004      (IMC 
0141)0141)

4.1 mo4.1 mo22.9%22.9%218218Cetuximab +                                     Cetuximab +                                     
IrinotecanIrinotecan

Irinotecan FailureIrinotecan Failure

Irinotecan, Irinotecan, OxaliplatinOxaliplatin, , FluoropyrimidineFluoropyrimidine FailureFailure

1.4 mo1.4 mo12.4%12.4%346346CetuximabCetuximab
Lenz HLenz H--J.J.
J J ClinClin OncolOncol 2006          2006          
(IMC 0144)(IMC 0144)

1.5 mo1.5 mo10.8%10.8%111111CetuximabCetuximab

TTPTTPORRORR
EfficacyEfficacy

NNTreatmentTreatmentStudyStudy

Cunningham D.                  Cunningham D.                  
N Eng J MedN Eng J Med 20042004
(EMR 007 / BOND)(EMR 007 / BOND)



NCIC CTG CO.17: 
Randomized Phase III Trial in mCRC

EGFR   EGFR   
testing         testing         
by IHCby IHC

* Cetuximab 400 mg/m* Cetuximab 400 mg/m2 2 IV week 1 then 250 mg/mIV week 1 then 250 mg/m22 IV weekly IV weekly 

Disease Disease 
Progression Progression 

oror

Unacceptable Unacceptable 
ToxicityToxicity

RR
EE
GG
II
SS
TT
EE
RR

RR
AA
NN
DD
OO
MM
I I 
ZZ
EE

1:11:1

Cetuximab* + BSC

BSC alone

Failed or intolerant to all recommended therapies, Failed or intolerant to all recommended therapies, 
ECOG 0ECOG 0--2, No Prior EGFR directed therapy2, No Prior EGFR directed therapy

Primary Endpoint:  Primary Endpoint:  Overall Survival Overall Survival 
Secondary Endpoints: Secondary Endpoints: Progression Free SurvivalProgression Free Survival

Objective Response Rate (RECIST criteria)Objective Response Rate (RECIST criteria)
Safety  and Quality of Life Safety  and Quality of Life 
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NCIC CTG CO.17: Subject Disposition
RegisteredRegistered
N = 1243*N = 1243*

RandomizedRandomized
N = 572N = 572

CetuximabCetuximab
N = 287N = 287

BSCBSC
N = 285N = 285

EGFR detectable; N = 981 (79%)EGFR detectable; N = 981 (79%)

*  Patients were allowed to be enrolled at the time of previous *  Patients were allowed to be enrolled at the time of previous chemotherapy chemotherapy 

Clinical Cut OffClinical Cut Off
On TreatmentOn Treatment

N = 17N = 17
On TreatmentOn Treatment

N = 0N = 0
Off TreatmentOff Treatment

N = 27N = 2711
Off TreatmentOff Treatment

N = 274N = 274
•• Deaths (N = 12)Deaths (N = 12)
•• PD (N = 205)PD (N = 205)
•• Symptomatic progression (N = 27)Symptomatic progression (N = 27)
•• Drug toxicity (N = 9)Drug toxicity (N = 9)
•• Subject request (N = 10)Subject request (N = 10)

TreatedTreated
N = 288N = 288

TreatedTreated
N = 274N = 274

No CetuximabNo Cetuximab
N = 4N = 4

Withdrew ConsentWithdrew Consent
N = 6N = 6N = 5N = 5

Prior to ProgressionPrior to Progression

N = 15N = 15 Post ProgressionPost Progression



CETUXIMAB + BSC
CENSORED

BSC
CENSORED

SUBJECTS AT RISK
CET+BSC 287 217 136 78 37 14 4 0 0 0

BSC 285 197 85 44 26 12 8 2 1 0
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Jonker et al , NEJM 2007



NCIC CTG CO.17: Progression Free Survival
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Which patients benefit? 

A reliable biomarker is needed: 
• to provide an accurate prediction of who will respond 

and benefit from cetuximab 
• to improve the therapeutic index 
• to improve cost effectiveness of EGFR monoclonal 

antibody based therapy of pre-treated colorectal 
cancer 

The predictive value of the biomarker would need to be 
differentiated from its prognostic implications

The K-ras mutation status of the bowel cancer may be 
such a marker of response and a predictor of benefit



EGFR Signaling Cascade and EGFR Signaling Cascade and KK--rasras
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KK--rasras is a small G protein      is a small G protein      
Self inactivating Self inactivating –– from GDP to GTP statefrom GDP to GTP state
Switched off by intrinsic Switched off by intrinsic GTPaseGTPase activityactivity
KK--rasras mutation leads to constitutive activation mutation leads to constitutive activation 
mediated through reduced mediated through reduced GTPaseGTPase activityactivity
Inhibitors upstream may be ineffectiveInhibitors upstream may be ineffective



KRAS Mutation Detection
• DNA extracted from slides containing FFPE tissue sections
• KRAS exon 2 is amplified by PCR and subjected to bidirectional sequencing
• Sequence traces are analyzed by mutation detection software & visual inspection
• Mutations are most common on codons 12 & 13

Wild Type

Mutant

215          216           217           218          219            220



KRAS as a potential predictive marker from singleKRAS as a potential predictive marker from single--arm arm 
retrospective studiesretrospective studies
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NCIC CTG CO.17 K-Ras Analysis

• No difference between K-ras mutated and WT patients re: 
demographics, previous treatment or other variables

N=572 randomized: ITT subset

N=394: K-ras assessed subset (69%)

N=164 (42%)N=164 (42%)
mutantmutant

N=230 (58%)N=230 (58%)
wildwild--typetype



Comparison of ITT and Comparison of ITT and KK--ras ras assessed subsetsassessed subsets

113  ( 49.1)113  ( 49.1)83  ( 50.6)83  ( 50.6)285 (49.8)285 (49.8)BSC BSC 

0.7720.772117  ( 50.9)117  ( 50.9)81  ( 49.4)81  ( 49.4)287 (50.2)287 (50.2)Arm              CETArm              CET

0.0600.060222  ( 96.5)222  ( 96.5)163  ( 99.4)163  ( 99.4)559 (97.7)559 (97.7)oxaliplatinoxaliplatin

0.1190.119219  ( 95.2)219  ( 95.2)161  ( 98.2)161  ( 98.2)550 (96.2)550 (96.2)irinotecanirinotecan

230  (100.0)230  (100.0)164  (100.0)164  (100.0)572  (100.0)572  (100.0)antiTSantiTS

0.7860.78683  ( 36.1)83  ( 36.1)57  ( 34.8)57  ( 34.8)211 (36.9)211 (36.9)adjuvantadjuvant

Prior Prior chemoRxchemoRx

0.5310.53177  ( 33.5)77  ( 33.5)50  ( 30.5)50  ( 30.5)202 (35.3)202 (35.3)Prior XRTPrior XRT

47  ( 20.4)47  ( 20.4)36  ( 22.0)36  ( 22.0)134  ( 23.4)134  ( 23.4)22

127  ( 55.2)127  ( 55.2)94  ( 57.3)94  ( 57.3)302  ( 52.8)302  ( 52.8)11

0.6950.69556  ( 24.3)56  ( 24.3)34  ( 20.7)34  ( 20.7)136  ( 23.8)136  ( 23.8)ECOG   PS    0 ECOG   PS    0 

156  ( 67.8)156  ( 67.8)101  ( 61.6)101  ( 61.6)368  ( 64.3)368  ( 64.3)MM

0.2000.20074  ( 32.2)74  ( 32.2)63  ( 38.4)63  ( 38.4)204  ( 35.7)204  ( 35.7)Gender       FGender       F

0.5690.56963.563.562.062.063.263.2Age Age –– medianmedian

pp--value*value*WildWild--type type 
KK--rasras

(N = 230)(N = 230)

Mutated Mutated 
KK--ras ras 

(N = 164)(N = 164)

ITTITT
(N = 572)(N = 572)

BaselineBaseline
CharacteristicCharacteristic

*between mutated and wild*between mutated and wild--type Ktype K--RAS groups from chiRAS groups from chi--square test for categorical variables square test for categorical variables 
and tand t--test for continuous variables.  test for continuous variables.  



NCIC CTG C0.17: NCIC CTG C0.17: 
Primary endpoint overall survival
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NCIC CTG C0.17: PFS in the  NCIC CTG C0.17: PFS in the  
Mutant Mutant KK--ras ras SubgroupSubgroup
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83 27 9 4

HR HR 0.99  0.99  95% CI  (0.73,1.35)  95% CI  (0.73,1.35)  

Log rank pLog rank p--value:  value:  0.960.96

Study armStudy arm Med PFS Med PFS 
(months)(months)

95% CI95% CI

Cetuximab + BSCCetuximab + BSC 1.81.8 1.7 1.7 –– 1.81.8

BSC aloneBSC alone 1.81.8 1.7 1.7 –– 1.81.8



NCIC CTG C0.17: NCIC CTG C0.17: PFS in the PFS in the KK--rasras
WildWild--Type PatientsType Patients
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Log rank pLog rank p--value: value: <0.0001<0.0001

Study armStudy arm Med PFS Med PFS 
(months)(months)

95% CI95% CI

Cetuximab + BSCCetuximab + BSC 3.83.8 3.1 3.1 –– 5.15.1

BSC aloneBSC alone 1.91.9 1.8 1.8 –– 2.02.0

Test for InteractionTest for Interaction
p < 0.001p < 0.001



NCIC CTG C0.17: Overall survival in NCIC CTG C0.17: Overall survival in 
KK--rasras Mutant patientsMutant patients
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Study armStudy arm MS MS 
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NCIC CTG C0.17: Overall survival NCIC CTG C0.17: Overall survival 
in in KK--rasras WildWild--Type patientsType patients

HR HR 0.550.55 95% CI  (0.41,0.74)  95% CI  (0.41,0.74)  
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BSC aloneBSC alone 4.84.8 4.2 4.2 –– 5.55.5

Test for Interaction Test for Interaction 
p = 0.01p = 0.01



NCIC CTG C0.17: NCIC CTG C0.17: Overall Survival 
by K-ras Status in BSC ARM
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NCIC CTG CO.17: NCIC CTG CO.17: 
KK--rasras and Cetuximab Conclusionsand Cetuximab Conclusions

In the context of preIn the context of pre--treated advanced colorectal cancer:treated advanced colorectal cancer:

•• There is no benefit in using cetuximab monotherapy in There is no benefit in using cetuximab monotherapy in 
patients that have mutated patients that have mutated KK--rasras tumourstumours

•• There is 4.7 month improvement in median survival with There is 4.7 month improvement in median survival with 
cetuximab in patients with cetuximab in patients with KK--rasras wildwild--type tumourstype tumours

•• The pThe p--value for the interaction between value for the interaction between KK--rasras status and status and 
treatment is 0.01treatment is 0.01

•• There is an improvement in PFS with cetuximab in There is an improvement in PFS with cetuximab in KK--rasras
wildwild--type tumourstype tumours

•• KK--rasras mutation status does not have a treatmentmutation status does not have a treatment--
independent prognostic effectindependent prognostic effect



NCIC CTG CO.17: 
Additional Correlative Studies

• Approved
– Epiregulin & Amphiregulin expression – ASCO 2009

– BRAF mutations, PIK3CA mutations, Loss of PTEN 
(IHC, FISH) – in progress

– K-Ras validation – pending FDA/BMS

• Proposed
– FCγR polymorphisms

– IGF-1R expression 





Interim AnalysesInterim Analyses

ExamplesExamples



Example I: Toxic Deaths?Example I: Toxic Deaths?
(NCIC CTG BR.8)(NCIC CTG BR.8)

•• To determine whether the CODE regimen plus To determine whether the CODE regimen plus 
thoracic irradiation is superior to standard alternating thoracic irradiation is superior to standard alternating 
CAV/EP (Murray CAV/EP (Murray et al.et al. 1998)1998)

–– Activated in July 1992Activated in July 1992

–– Planned sample size = 410 over 2.5 years + 8 Planned sample size = 410 over 2.5 years + 8 
months of followmonths of follow--up to realize 280 events (HR 1.4, up to realize 280 events (HR 1.4, 
22--sided alpha=5%, Power = 80%)sided alpha=5%, Power = 80%)

–– Interim analysis initially planned at 100 events Interim analysis initially planned at 100 events 
(36%) with early stopping for benefit if p<0.0012(36%) with early stopping for benefit if p<0.0012

–– No futility analysis boundary specified  No futility analysis boundary specified  

–– 109 and 110 eligible patients in CAV/EP and CODE 109 and 110 eligible patients in CAV/EP and CODE 
arms respectively at time of interim analysis in arms respectively at time of interim analysis in 
April 1996 (4 years post activation)April 1996 (4 years post activation)



Causes of DeathCauses of Death

CAV/EP   CODECAV/EP   CODE

–– DiseaseDisease 8888 7373

–– Protocol Treatment ComplicationProtocol Treatment Complication 11 88

–– Disease and Non Protocol TreatmentDisease and Non Protocol Treatment 22 22

–– Other CausesOther Causes 33 44

–– Cause UnknownCause Unknown 00 22

•• Excessive deaths due to toxicity in the CODE arm?Excessive deaths due to toxicity in the CODE arm?



Main Results of Analyses Main Results of Analyses 
to DSMCto DSMC

Univariate Analysis on Treatment Effect

Outcome Coeff Stderr P-value RR/OR 95% CI for RR/OR

Survival1  0.0604 0.1489 0.6851 1.06 (0.79, 1.42)

Progression1  0.1536 0.1559 0.3246 1.17 (0.86, 1.58)

Time-to-
response1

 -0.2133 0.3019 0.4799 0.81 (0.15, 1.46)

Toxic deaths2  2.1366 1.0695 0.0457 8.47 (1.04, 68.9)

Note:
RR indicates the ratio of the hazards of CAV/EP divided by that of CODE
1  These analyses were done using simple Cox regression model
2  Logistic regression model using deaths due to treatment as event
   RR/OR for logistic model indicates an odds ratio



DSMC Actions and DecisionsDSMC Actions and Decisions

•• The decision of the DSMC at the time of interim The decision of the DSMC at the time of interim 
analysis was to monitor toxic deaths closely and analysis was to monitor toxic deaths closely and 
continuecontinue

•• The DSMC recommended termination after an The DSMC recommended termination after an 
additional conference call for the DSMC members one additional conference call for the DSMC members one 
month after the interim analysismonth after the interim analysis

•• An expedited report from the DSMC chair was sent to An expedited report from the DSMC chair was sent to 
the NCIC CTG central office on the same daythe NCIC CTG central office on the same day

•• The Clinical Trial Committee accepted the DSMC The Clinical Trial Committee accepted the DSMC 
recommendation of terminating the studyrecommendation of terminating the study



Example II: Example II: 
Inferior experimental arm?Inferior experimental arm?

(NCIC CTG PA.1)(NCIC CTG PA.1)
•• To determine whether BAY 12To determine whether BAY 12--9566 improves 9566 improves 

overall survival as compared to overall survival as compared to gemcitabinegemcitabine
in patients with in patients with unresectedunresected locally advanced locally advanced 
or metastatic adenocarcinoma of pancreas or metastatic adenocarcinoma of pancreas 

•• Activated in Dec. 1997Activated in Dec. 1997

•• Two planned interim analysesTwo planned interim analyses
–– First based on PFSFirst based on PFS

–– Second based on OS Second based on OS 



First Interim AnalysisFirst Interim Analysis
•• When 30 patients were accrued in each arm and When 30 patients were accrued in each arm and 

followed for at least 8 weeksfollowed for at least 8 weeks

•• Based on the 8Based on the 8--week progression free rate (PFR)week progression free rate (PFR)

–– Study would be stopped when 6 or less out of 30 Study would be stopped when 6 or less out of 30 
patients (20%) in the test arm were free of patients (20%) in the test arm were free of 
progression at 8 weeks progression at 8 weeks 

–– 97.4% chance to stop the study and conclude the 97.4% chance to stop the study and conclude the 
BAY is inactive when the actual 8BAY is inactive when the actual 8--week PFR is week PFR is 
10% and 84% chance to continue the study when 10% and 84% chance to continue the study when 
the actual 8the actual 8--week PFR is 30% week PFR is 30% 

•• 11 (31%) patients on BAY arm11 (31%) patients on BAY arm
16 (50%) on Gem were free from the progression16 (50%) on Gem were free from the progression

DSMC recommended continuationDSMC recommended continuation



Second Interim AnalysisSecond Interim Analysis
•• Conducted when 140 deaths were observedConducted when 140 deaths were observed
•• 138 and 139 eligible patients in BAY and GEM 138 and 139 eligible patients in BAY and GEM 

arms respectivelyarms respectively
•• Based on overall survivalBased on overall survival

–– Study would be stopped if the pStudy would be stopped if the p--value of 2value of 2--sided sided 
loglog--rank test was less than 0.0056 based on rank test was less than 0.0056 based on 
OO’’Brien and Fleming boundaryBrien and Fleming boundary

•• Median survivals in the analysisMedian survivals in the analysis
–– Gem 6.4 months  vs.  BAY 3.2 months [p=0.0001]Gem 6.4 months  vs.  BAY 3.2 months [p=0.0001]

DSMC recommended study closureDSMC recommended study closure
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Example III: Not superior Example III: Not superior 
experimental arm?experimental arm?
(NCIC CTG MA.19)(NCIC CTG MA.19)

•• To determine whether DPPE+DOX improves progressionTo determine whether DPPE+DOX improves progression--
free survival (PFS) as compared to DOX alone in patients free survival (PFS) as compared to DOX alone in patients 
with metastatic/ recurrent breast cancerwith metastatic/ recurrent breast cancer

•• Activated in Feb. 1998 with planned sample size of 350 to Activated in Feb. 1998 with planned sample size of 350 to 
be accrued over 2 years with additional 1 year of followbe accrued over 2 years with additional 1 year of follow--up up 
to realize 256 progressions (6 month to 9 month median to realize 256 progressions (6 month to 9 month median 
PFS, 2PFS, 2--sided alpha=5%, Power=90%)sided alpha=5%, Power=90%)

•• Single interim analysis planned wSingle interim analysis planned when first 150 patients hen first 150 patients 
accrued had been followed for at least 3 months, accrued had been followed for at least 3 months, but but 
including assessments of both including assessments of both 
–– Response RateResponse Rate

–– PFSPFS



Interim AnalysisInterim Analysis
•• When first 150 patients accrued had been followed When first 150 patients accrued had been followed 

for at least 3 monthsfor at least 3 months

•• Based on the response rate (RR)Based on the response rate (RR)

–– Study would be stopped if the observed RR on Study would be stopped if the observed RR on 
DPPE/DOX arm is not superior to that on DOX DPPE/DOX arm is not superior to that on DOX 
alone arm by more than 5%alone arm by more than 5%

–– More than 90% chance to continue the study More than 90% chance to continue the study 
when the actual when the actual RRsRRs for DPPE/DOX and DOX for DPPE/DOX and DOX 
alone were respectively alone were respectively ≥≥45% and 45% and ≤≤30%30%

•• Observed Observed RRsRRs in the analysis: 35.5% for DPPE/DOX in the analysis: 35.5% for DPPE/DOX 
and 36.5% on DOX aloneand 36.5% on DOX alone

DSMC recommended trial be stopped but suggested DSMC recommended trial be stopped but suggested 
final analysis be performed according to protocolfinal analysis be performed according to protocol



Final AnalysisFinal Analysis

•• Response rateResponse rate
–– DPPE/DOX: 28.8%  vs. DOX alone: 29.0% DPPE/DOX: 28.8%  vs. DOX alone: 29.0% 

(p=0.95)(p=0.95)

•• Median Progression Free SurvivalMedian Progression Free Survival
–– DPPE/DOX: 5.9 months vs. DOX alone: 6.0 DPPE/DOX: 5.9 months vs. DOX alone: 6.0 

months (p=0.31)months (p=0.31)

•• Medium Overall SurvivalMedium Overall Survival
–– DPPE/DOX: 23.6 months vs. DOX alone: 15.6 DPPE/DOX: 23.6 months vs. DOX alone: 15.6 

months (months (p=0.021p=0.021))
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Example IV: Example IV: 
Superior experimental arm?Superior experimental arm?

(NCIC CTG SR.2)(NCIC CTG SR.2)
•• To determine if there is a difference in the To determine if there is a difference in the 

incidence of wound healing complications in incidence of wound healing complications in 
patients with extremity soft tissue sarcoma patients with extremity soft tissue sarcoma 
treated by pretreated by pre-- or postor post-- operative external operative external 
beam radiotherapybeam radiotherapy

•• Activated in Oct. 1994 with a planned sample Activated in Oct. 1994 with a planned sample 
size of 266 over 5 years and assuming 30% size of 266 over 5 years and assuming 30% 
complication rate in precomplication rate in pre--op arm and powered op arm and powered 
to 80% to detect an absolute decrease of to 80% to detect an absolute decrease of 
15% in wound complication rate in post15% in wound complication rate in post--op op 
arm with 2arm with 2--sided alpha of 5%sided alpha of 5%

•• Single planned interim analysisSingle planned interim analysis



Interim AnalysisInterim Analysis
•• When first 133 eligible patients were accrued When first 133 eligible patients were accrued 

and evaluatedand evaluated

•• Based on the wound complication rate (WCR)Based on the wound complication rate (WCR)
–– Study would be stopped if the pStudy would be stopped if the p--value of 2value of 2--sided sided 

FisherFisher’’s exact test was less than 0.0056 based on s exact test was less than 0.0056 based on 
OO’’Brien and Fleming boundaryBrien and Fleming boundary

•• Observed Observed WCRsWCRs in the analysis: 36% for prein the analysis: 36% for pre--
op arm and 14% for postop arm and 14% for post--op (p=0.0050)op (p=0.0050)

DSMC recommended stopping the trial based on the DSMC recommended stopping the trial based on the 
pp--value for WCR or redesign of the trial using overall value for WCR or redesign of the trial using overall 
survival as the primary endpointsurvival as the primary endpoint



Example V:Example V:
(NSABP B(NSABP B--14 14 -- ReRandomizationReRandomization))

•• Breast cancer patients with estrogen Breast cancer patients with estrogen 
receptorreceptor--positive positive tumourstumours and no and no 
evidence of evidence of axillaryaxillary node involvement node involvement 
who had completed 5 years of tamoxifen, who had completed 5 years of tamoxifen, 
free of recurrence or other events were free of recurrence or other events were 
randomized to:randomized to:

–– A: tamoxifen for an additional 5 yearsA: tamoxifen for an additional 5 years

–– B: placeboB: placebo



BackgroundBackground

•• Primary Endpoint (DFS)Primary Endpoint (DFS)
–– time to either breast cancer recurrence at a local, time to either breast cancer recurrence at a local, 

regional, or distant anatomic siteregional, or distant anatomic site

–– the occurrence of a the occurrence of a contralateralcontralateral breast cancer or breast cancer or 
other primary malignancyother primary malignancy

–– death from any causedeath from any cause

•• Sample SizeSample Size
–– to detect a relative 40% reduction from a 5% to detect a relative 40% reduction from a 5% 

failure rate in the placebo arm at twofailure rate in the placebo arm at two--sided 10% sided 10% 
type I error required 115 eventstype I error required 115 events



Planned Interim AnalysesPlanned Interim Analyses

•• Beginning in the 4th year at about 1 to Beginning in the 4th year at about 1 to 
1.5 year intervals1.5 year intervals

–– corresponding to equal increments of  the corresponding to equal increments of  the 
requisite eventsrequisite events

•• Fleming Fleming et al.et al. early stopping rule:early stopping rule:

–– 5 two5 two--sided 10% stopping boundaries sided 10% stopping boundaries 
.00244, .00302, .00346, .00434, .09761.00244, .00302, .00346, .00434, .09761

•• First interim analysis was unremarkableFirst interim analysis was unremarkable



Second Interim AnalysisSecond Interim Analysis

•• Number of eventsNumber of events
–– tamoxifen arm 43/587tamoxifen arm 43/587

–– placebo arm 24/573placebo arm 24/573

–– p = 0.028p = 0.028

–– Early stopping criterion = 0.00244Early stopping criterion = 0.00244

•• Number of deathsNumber of deaths
–– tamoxifen arm 19/587tamoxifen arm 19/587

–– placebo arm 10/573placebo arm 10/573

DSMC was concerned, but recommended continuationDSMC was concerned, but recommended continuation





Third Interim AnalysisThird Interim Analysis
•• Number of eventsNumber of events

–– tamoxifen arm 56/591 tamoxifen arm 56/591 

–– placebo arm 32/575placebo arm 32/575

–– p = 0.015p = 0.015

–– Early stopping criterion = 0.00346Early stopping criterion = 0.00346

•• Number of deathsNumber of deaths
–– tamoxifen arm 23/591tamoxifen arm 23/591

–– placebo arm 13/575placebo arm 13/575

Despite the fact that the early stopping criterion Despite the fact that the early stopping criterion 
was not crossed, the DSMC recommended was not crossed, the DSMC recommended 
stopping the studystopping the study





•• Based on Rule for stopping the study when Based on Rule for stopping the study when 
experiment arm doesnexperiment arm doesn’’t appear to helpt appear to help

–– perform Interim analysis when one half of the perform Interim analysis when one half of the 
required events has taken place required events has taken place 

–– stop if the risk ratio for the standard arm over the stop if the risk ratio for the standard arm over the 
experimental arm is less than 1.0 experimental arm is less than 1.0 

–– We would have stopped at the 2We would have stopped at the 2ndnd interim analysis interim analysis 
with a loss of power < 0.02 for any alternative with a loss of power < 0.02 for any alternative 
hypothesis indicating a treatment benefithypothesis indicating a treatment benefit

•• The estimated hazards ratio at 3rd interim analysis The estimated hazards ratio at 3rd interim analysis 
was 0.59was 0.59

–– 95% CI 0.3895% CI 0.38--0.900.90

–– Conclusion: no additional benefit for continued Conclusion: no additional benefit for continued 
tamoxifentamoxifen



Example VI: Is an interim analysis Example VI: Is an interim analysis 
needed?needed?

(NCIC CTG CO.20)(NCIC CTG CO.20)
•• Does the addition of Brivanib to Cetuximab Does the addition of Brivanib to Cetuximab 

improve overall survival in patients with endimprove overall survival in patients with end--
stage metastatic colorectal cancer who have stage metastatic colorectal cancer who have 
failed all other standard chemotherapy?failed all other standard chemotherapy?

•• DoubleDouble--blind, placebo controlled trial. Sample size blind, placebo controlled trial. Sample size 
of 750 to be accrued over 2 years (approx. 30 of 750 to be accrued over 2 years (approx. 30 
patients per month) with an additional 3 months patients per month) with an additional 3 months 
of followof follow--up to realize 527 deaths, necessary to up to realize 527 deaths, necessary to 
provide 90% power to detect a HR=0.75 with a provide 90% power to detect a HR=0.75 with a 
11--sided alpha of 2.5%.sided alpha of 2.5%.

•• Is an interim analysis necessary/efficient?Is an interim analysis necessary/efficient?



CO.20 Interim Analysis SimulationsCO.20 Interim Analysis Simulations
General AssumptionsGeneral Assumptions

•• Constant hazard Constant hazard rate(srate(s) = exponential survival) = exponential survival

•• Linear rate of accrual and 1:1 randomisationLinear rate of accrual and 1:1 randomisation

•• 2 month lag of reporting of deaths on study + 3 month 2 month lag of reporting of deaths on study + 3 month 
lag from trigger to interim analysis (data cleaning, lag from trigger to interim analysis (data cleaning, 
analysis, DSMC report, etc.) = total lag of 5 monthsanalysis, DSMC report, etc.) = total lag of 5 months

•• Target sample size = 750 patientsTarget sample size = 750 patients

•• Final analysis at 580 deaths** Final analysis at 580 deaths** 

•• Median survival of cetuximab + placebo = 6 monthsMedian survival of cetuximab + placebo = 6 months

•• Median survival of cetuximab + BMSMedian survival of cetuximab + BMS--582664 = 6 months582664 = 6 months

•• Proposed interim analysis at 290 events (1/2 of deaths Proposed interim analysis at 290 events (1/2 of deaths 
required for final analysis)required for final analysis)



CO.20 Interim Analysis SimulationsCO.20 Interim Analysis Simulations
Scenario #1Scenario #1

•• 30 patients per month accrued30 patients per month accrued
CO.20 Scenario #1
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CO.20 Interim Analysis SimulationsCO.20 Interim Analysis Simulations
Scenario #3Scenario #3

•• 50 patients per month accrued50 patients per month accrued
CO.20 Scenario #3
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•• ““MildMild”” toxicity profile of Brivanibtoxicity profile of Brivanib

•• Availability of Cetuximab to nonAvailability of Cetuximab to non--trial patients trial patients 
(e.g. stopping early in Canada would potentially (e.g. stopping early in Canada would potentially 
deprive any further patients from receiving deprive any further patients from receiving 
cetuximab on study)cetuximab on study)

•• Need to continue patients on cetuximab Need to continue patients on cetuximab 
regardless of interim analysis resultsregardless of interim analysis results

•• Small portion of final analysis alpha which must Small portion of final analysis alpha which must 
be "boughtbe "bought--out" to facilitate an interim analysisout" to facilitate an interim analysis

CO.20 Interim Analysis:CO.20 Interim Analysis:
ConsiderationsConsiderations



CO.20 Interim AnalysisCO.20 Interim Analysis
14.7 Interim Analysis 

 
A formal interim analysis for survival will be performed on all randomized subjects when at least 
50% of the events (>263 deaths) have been observed, which is expected to occur approximately
17 months after the first patient is randomized. This analysis, based on the stratified logrank test
adjusting for performance status (ECOG 0-1 vs. 2) at randomization, will test the following: 
 

H0: survival on brivanib (BMS-582664) + cetuximab < survival on placebo + cetuximab 

versus 

H1: survival on brivanib (BMS-582664) + cetuximab > survival on placebo + cetuximab  
 
The comparison will be tested using the interim monitoring feature of EaSt software (Cytel Inc., 
Cambridge, MA, USA) based on a generalization of the Lan-DeMets error spending function 
approach using an O’Brien-Fleming stopping boundary to reject both H0 and H1, controlling for 
a one-sided alpha of 2.5% at the end of the study. For example, if exactly 263 deaths (50% of
events) were in the locked database for the interim analysis, the nominal critical points for
rejecting H0 and H1 would be respectively 2.767 and 0.438, corresponding to p-values of 0.0028 
and 0.3308, respectively. Thus H0 would be rejected early if the one-sided p-value from stratified 
log-rank test < 0.0028 and H1 would be rejected early if the p-value > 0.3308. 
 
Results of the interim analysis will be supplied to the DSMC who will communicate their
recommendation regarding continuation of the trial to the Director of the NCIC CTG.



CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

•• Interim analysis plan should be Interim analysis plan should be carefully carefully 
considered and considered and prespecifiedprespecified in the protocol in the protocol 

•• DSMC infrastructure is importantDSMC infrastructure is important
–– terms of reference and reporting responsibility terms of reference and reporting responsibility 

must be statedmust be stated

•• DSMC represents patients interest onDSMC represents patients interest on
–– accrual, consent, trial conduct, safety, efficacy, accrual, consent, trial conduct, safety, efficacy, 

adequate evidence for changing practiceadequate evidence for changing practice



Correlative Study AnalysesCorrelative Study Analyses

ExamplesExamples



Example: HER2 as a Biomarker Example: HER2 as a Biomarker 
for Early Breast Cancerfor Early Breast Cancer



NCIC CTG-MA5 
Pre-menopausal 
node positive

(n=710)

R
A
N
D
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M
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N

CMF  6 cycles every 4 weeks
• Cyclophosphamide 100 mg/m2 po x 
14 d

• Methotrexate 40 mg/m2 iv d 1& 8

• 5FU 600 mg/m2 iv d 1& 8

CEF  6 cycles every 4 weeks
• Cyclophosphamide 75 mg/m2 po
x 14d

• Epirubicin 60 mg/m2 iv d 1 & 8

• 5FU 500 mg/m2 iv d 1 & 8

Cotrimoxazole or 
norfloxacin/ciprofloxacin



NCIC CTG MA. 5NCIC CTG MA. 5

•• Patients accrued from 1989 to 1993 Patients accrued from 1989 to 1993 
•• First results published in 1998 which showed that First results published in 1998 which showed that 

CEF is superior to CMF in both relapse free and CEF is superior to CMF in both relapse free and 
overall survivalsoverall survivals

•• FDA approved CEF for the treatment of early FDA approved CEF for the treatment of early 
breast cancer in 1999breast cancer in 1999

•• CEF became a standard treatment in Canada for CEF became a standard treatment in Canada for 
premenopausal women with node positive breast premenopausal women with node positive breast 
cancercancer

•• CEF is however more toxic than CMF (associated CEF is however more toxic than CMF (associated 
with increased risk in heart failure and leukemia) with increased risk in heart failure and leukemia) 
and also more expensiveand also more expensive

•• There was a need for a biomarker which would be There was a need for a biomarker which would be 
used to identify patients who will benefit from CEFused to identify patients who will benefit from CEF
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Correlative (translational) Studies in MA.5Correlative (translational) Studies in MA.5

HER2 HER2 overexpressionoverexpression byby
ImmunohistochemistryImmunohistochemistry withwith

CB 11 AntibodyCB 11 Antibody

TAB 250 AntibodyTAB 250 Antibody

HER2 amplification byHER2 amplification by
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

FluorescenceFluorescence--inin--situ hybridization (FISH)situ hybridization (FISH)

All work carried out on paraffin All work carried out on paraffin 
embedded specimensembedded specimens















Adjusted* Hazard Ratios by HER2 StatusAdjusted* Hazard Ratios by HER2 Status (CEF vs. CMF)(CEF vs. CMF)

Pritchard NEJM 2006

HER2

Amplified

Not Amplified

HR

0.52

0.91

95% CI

0.34 - 0.80

0.71 - 1.18

p-value

0.003

0.49

HR

0.65

1.06

Overall Survival

p-value

0.06

0.68

Relapse Free Survival

95% CI

0.42 – 1.02

0.83 - 1.44

Test for interaction: p=0.02 for DFS; p=0.01 for OS

* adjusted for age, nodal status, grade, ER status, surgical procedure, tumour size



Conclusions from MA.5 Correlative Conclusions from MA.5 Correlative 
AnalysesAnalyses

•• HER2 amplification or HER2 amplification or overexpressionoverexpression in breast in breast 
cancer is associated with a larger benefit from CEF cancer is associated with a larger benefit from CEF 
than CMFthan CMF

•• Patients whose Patients whose tumourstumours do not amplify or do not amplify or 
overexpressoverexpress HER2 receive virtually no benefit from HER2 receive virtually no benefit from 
CEF, as compared to CMF CEF, as compared to CMF 

•• Patients whose Patients whose tumourstumours do not exhibit HER2 do not exhibit HER2 
amplification or amplification or overexpressionoverexpression could be treated could be treated 
with less toxic regimen of CMFwith less toxic regimen of CMF

•• Those with Those with tumourstumours which show amplified or which show amplified or 
overexpressedoverexpressed HER2 should receive doseHER2 should receive dose--intense intense 
anthracyclineanthracycline--containing regiments such as CEF.containing regiments such as CEF.



Limitations of MA. 5 Results to Clinical Practice Limitations of MA. 5 Results to Clinical Practice 
(From Editorial by Martine (From Editorial by Martine PiccartPiccart--GebhartGebhart))

•• A benefit of CEF to patients whose A benefit of CEF to patients whose tumourstumours
do not amplify or do not amplify or overexpressoverexpress HER2 cannot HER2 cannot 
be firmly ruled out be firmly ruled out 

•• It is now known from highIt is now known from high--throughput throughput 
genegene--expression profiling of breast cancer expression profiling of breast cancer 
that HER2 negative tumour includes at that HER2 negative tumour includes at 
least three different least three different subformssubforms: basal: basal--like; like; 
luminal B; luminal A luminal B; luminal A 

•• Chemotherapy may still be beneficial for Chemotherapy may still be beneficial for 
HER2 negative patients with luminal B and HER2 negative patients with luminal B and 
basalbasal--like breast cancerlike breast cancer



The Need for Better BiomarkersThe Need for Better Biomarkers

•• ““It is thought provoking that after 30 years of It is thought provoking that after 30 years of 
modern tumour marker research, clinically useful modern tumour marker research, clinically useful 
cancer markers are still rarecancer markers are still rare””

•• ““Gene expression profiling and other highGene expression profiling and other high--
throughput genomic techniques are likely to find throughput genomic techniques are likely to find 
their own niche in the near futuretheir own niche in the near future””

•• Molecular signatures identified from genomics and Molecular signatures identified from genomics and 
proteomics studies could prove to be more proteomics studies could prove to be more 
““accurateaccurate”” than a single gene biomarker since any than a single gene biomarker since any 
particular gene that functions as part of a complex particular gene that functions as part of a complex 
network may contain only limited information network may contain only limited information 
about the activity of the entire pathway.about the activity of the entire pathway.



Example: A Example: A multigenemultigene Biomarker for Breast CancerBiomarker for Breast Cancer



Development of Development of OncotypeOncotype DXDXTMTM 2121--Gene Assay Gene Assay 
•• Development of a highDevelopment of a high--throughput, realthroughput, real--time, RTtime, RT--

PCR method to quantify gene expression with the PCR method to quantify gene expression with the 
use of sections of fixed, paraffinuse of sections of fixed, paraffin--embedded tumor embedded tumor 
tissuetissue

•• Selection of 250 candidate genes from published Selection of 250 candidate genes from published 
literature, genomic databases, and experiments literature, genomic databases, and experiments 
based on DNA arrays performed on freshbased on DNA arrays performed on fresh--frozen frozen 
tissuetissue

•• Analysis of data from three independent clinical Analysis of data from three independent clinical 
trials of breast cancer to test the relationship trials of breast cancer to test the relationship 
between expression of the 250 candidate genes between expression of the 250 candidate genes 
and the recurrence of breast cancerand the recurrence of breast cancer

•• Selection of a panel of 16 cancerSelection of a panel of 16 cancer--related genes related genes 
and 5 reference genes to generate an algorithm to and 5 reference genes to generate an algorithm to 
calculate a recurrence score based on levels of calculate a recurrence score based on levels of 
expression of these genesexpression of these genes





Recurrence Scores and Benefit of Recurrence Scores and Benefit of 
ChemotherapyChemotherapy



All Patients with RTAll Patients with RT--
PCR Assay DataPCR Assay Data



Patients with Low Risk of Patients with Low Risk of 
RecurrenceRecurrence

(Recurrence Score <18) (Recurrence Score <18) 

Hazard ratio: 1.31 (0.46, 3.78)Hazard ratio: 1.31 (0.46, 3.78)



Patients with Intermediate Patients with Intermediate 
Risk of RecurrenceRisk of Recurrence
(Recurrence Score (Recurrence Score 

between 18 and 30)between 18 and 30)

Hazard ratio: 0.61 (0.24, 1.59)Hazard ratio: 0.61 (0.24, 1.59)



Patients with High Risk Patients with High Risk 
of Recurrenceof Recurrence

(Recurrence Score (Recurrence Score 
higher than 30)higher than 30)

The pThe p--value of the interaction test value of the interaction test 
between RS and treatment =0.038between RS and treatment =0.038

Hazard ratio: 0.26 (0.13, 0.53)Hazard ratio: 0.26 (0.13, 0.53)



Conclusions from RS and Chemotherapy Conclusions from RS and Chemotherapy 
AnalysisAnalysis

•• Patients with Patients with tumourstumours that had low recurrence score that had low recurrence score 
derived minimal, if any, benefit from chemotherapy derived minimal, if any, benefit from chemotherapy 
treatment, while patients with treatment, while patients with tumourstumours that had high that had high 
recurrence score experienced a large chemotherapy recurrence score experienced a large chemotherapy 
benefit.  benefit.  

•• Patients with Patients with tumourstumours that had intermediate that had intermediate 
recurrence score did not appear to receive a recurrence score did not appear to receive a 
substantial benefit, but the uncertainty in the estimate substantial benefit, but the uncertainty in the estimate 
(relative risk=0.61 with 95% CI from 0.24 to 1.59) (relative risk=0.61 with 95% CI from 0.24 to 1.59) 
cannot exclude a clinically important benefit from cannot exclude a clinically important benefit from 
chemotherapy treatmentchemotherapy treatment

•• The The OncotypeOncotype DX 21 Gene AssayDX 21 Gene Assay not only quantifies not only quantifies 
the likelihood of breast cancer recurrence in women the likelihood of breast cancer recurrence in women 
with nodewith node--negative, estrogen receptornegative, estrogen receptor--positive breast positive breast 
cancer (i.e., as a prognostic marker), but also predicts cancer (i.e., as a prognostic marker), but also predicts 
the magnitude of chemotherapy benefit (i.e., as a the magnitude of chemotherapy benefit (i.e., as a 
predictive marker) predictive marker) 



The Trial Assigning The Trial Assigning IndividuaLizedIndividuaLized
Options for Treatment (Rx), or Options for Treatment (Rx), or TAILORxTAILORx

(N=10,046) (N=10,046) 



Statistical Issues: Validation of Multivariate Statistical Issues: Validation of Multivariate 
Index Predictive MarkersIndex Predictive Markers

•• What should be used to measure the What should be used to measure the 
accuracy of a predictive biomarker, accuracy of a predictive biomarker, 
especially with censored data?    especially with censored data?    

•• How to compare two different biomarkers How to compare two different biomarkers 
developed from difference sets of developed from difference sets of 
variables? variables? 

•• We could use the coefficient and pWe could use the coefficient and p--value value 
for the interaction term in a Cox model but for the interaction term in a Cox model but 
the proportional assumption may not be the proportional assumption may not be 
truetrue

•• Nonparametric measurement of Nonparametric measurement of 
interactions?interactions?

•• Randomized clinical trials are best answer?Randomized clinical trials are best answer?



Phase III Randomized Study of 70Phase III Randomized Study of 70--Gene Signature (Gene Signature (MammaprintMammaprintTMTM))
Versus Clinical Assessment in Selecting Women With NodeVersus Clinical Assessment in Selecting Women With Node--Negative Negative 

Breast Cancer for Adjuvant Chemotherapy Breast Cancer for Adjuvant Chemotherapy 

(MINDACT:  Microarray In Node negative Disease may Avoid (MINDACT:  Microarray In Node negative Disease may Avoid ChemoTherapyChemoTherapy; N=6000); N=6000)



Statistical Issues: Design of Studies for Statistical Issues: Design of Studies for 
Multivariate Index Predictive MarkersMultivariate Index Predictive Markers
•• The sample size in a clinical trial, especially The sample size in a clinical trial, especially 

for earlier cancers, is usually very large but for earlier cancers, is usually very large but 
the collection of tissues and assays for the the collection of tissues and assays for the 
gene expressions may be very expensive    gene expressions may be very expensive    

•• Can we use caseCan we use case--only, caseonly, case--cohort, nested cohort, nested 
casecase--control, or other design so we doncontrol, or other design so we don’’t t 
need to collect tissues and perform assays need to collect tissues and perform assays 
for all patients randomized? for all patients randomized? 

•• How much is the loss of efficiency if the How much is the loss of efficiency if the 
primary objective is to identify a predictive primary objective is to identify a predictive 
markers?markers?

•• Best design of clinical trials to validate and Best design of clinical trials to validate and 
compare predictive biomarkers?compare predictive biomarkers?



Assessing Clinical Utility of a Assessing Clinical Utility of a 
Predictive MarkerPredictive Marker



IndirectIndirect::
Marker by Treatment Interaction DesignMarker by Treatment Interaction Design

Register Test Marker

Marker (-)

Marker (+)

Randomize

Randomize

Tx A

Tx B

Tx A

Tx B

1.1. Separate tests of efficacy of treatment by groupSeparate tests of efficacy of treatment by group
•• Larger sample size required; Powered for efficacy Larger sample size required; Powered for efficacy 

assessment in each groupassessment in each group
2.2. Formal statistical test of interactionFormal statistical test of interaction

•• Smaller sample size required; Powered for single Smaller sample size required; Powered for single 
statistical test of interactionstatistical test of interaction

Two independent clinical trials of Two independent clinical trials of TxTx A A versusversus TxTx BB



DirectDirect: Marker: Marker--Based Strategy DesignsBased Strategy Designs

Reg. Test Marker

Marker (-)

Marker (+)
Rand.

Marker-Based
Tx A

Tx B

Tx A

•• Standard treatment = Standard treatment = TxTx AA
•• Compare outcome of all markerCompare outcome of all marker--based based versusversus all nonall non--marker marker 

based patientsbased patients
•• Does not examine effect of Does not examine effect of TxTx B (likely markerB (likely marker--based) in based) in 

marker (marker (--) patients = if ) patients = if TxTx B is universally superior, B is universally superior, 
regardless of marker status, this could not be determinedregardless of marker status, this could not be determined

Non-Marker-Based

Single Randomization



Reg. Test Marker

Marker (-)

Marker (+)
Rand.

Marker-Based
Tx A

Tx B

Tx A

Non-Marker-Based Rand.
Tx B

DirectDirect: Marker: Marker--Based Strategy DesignsBased Strategy Designs

Double Randomization

•• Second randomization allows clarification of whether any Second randomization allows clarification of whether any 
effect is due to true effect of marker status, or superiority ofeffect is due to true effect of marker status, or superiority of
TxTx B regardless of marker statusB regardless of marker status

•• Direct designs may be preferred for:Direct designs may be preferred for:
•• Multiple/panel of markersMultiple/panel of markers
•• Multiple treatmentsMultiple treatments
•• Multiple efficacy outcomesMultiple efficacy outcomes



•• ““Investigation of predictive effects for a Investigation of predictive effects for a 
marker is, by definition, a prospective marker is, by definition, a prospective 
subset analysis: in other words, does the subset analysis: in other words, does the 
treatment effect differ in subgroups treatment effect differ in subgroups 
defined by a marker level. Therefore, a defined by a marker level. Therefore, a 
larger sample size is necessarylarger sample size is necessary””


